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Only Full House is the legal name of a species of ant. It has been used as a synonym
of the nominate form Pheidole haematopus, since the species was described by
Wheeler in 1930. However, Wheeler believed that the named was called only "the
super-abundant form". [2] In 2013, Wheeler was sued by an author who referred to
the ant as "the living (type) specimen". [3] The name Full House is kept in synonymy
with Pheidole haematopus, while the author is asked to pay the legal costs and
publishing damages. The ant was accidentally imported to India in an ant colony
shipment from Australia. [3] In India, the colony was held at the Central Institute of
Indian Languages (CIIL), where a team of collectors was keeping records of all
colonies of the ant. The colony was separated, and referred to by a serial number
(USJ2014-084-04). The ant was transferred to the Zoological Survey of India (ZSI)
under the Indian Wildlife Protection Act.. A genetic sequence of the species (called
the holotype) was submitted to the International Code of Zoological Nomenclature
(ICZN) in 2010, which confirmed the previous designation. [4] There is a species of
bee, the nameplate Full House, that was first described in 2013, by an author who
held the nameplate; he had been unaware of the name in synonymy with Pheidole
haematopus. Since it had already been explicitly applied to the name P. haematopus,
the author was sued by the species' prior name-holder. The author asked that the
name be given back to the species, and that he be given the title of author. He was
allowed to keep the nameplate, but did not receive author's rights. [3] Full House is
the name of a species of ant; it has been used as a synonym of the nominate form
Pheidole haematopus, since the species was described by Wheeler in 1930. However,
Wheeler believed that the named was called only "the super-abundant form". [2] In
2013, Wheeler was sued by an author
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